ABSTRACT Content service has become the most popular service that occupies plenty of caching and networking resources. In order to deliver content to end users with high QoE and low infrastructure cost, network function virtualization is deemed as a promising solution for operators to provide content service with geographically dispersed nodes in large scale, which paves the way towards the virtualized content network. In this paper, from the point of view of information-centric networking and service provision, an information-centric virtual content network (IVCN) slicing framework is proposed. A method on the VNF partition from the point of view of information-centric networking and service provision is put forward. The service function chaining and optimization of IVCN are investigated both on the data plane and on the control plane. The IVCN slicing is modeled as a use case in heterogeneous fog-enabled RAN. A method of performance optimization on the IVCN slicing is proposed based on SFC, which aims to optimize the mapping of virtual network functions and virtual content placement. A heuristic approach called IVCN-RANO is proposed to solve the NP-hard problem based on ant colony optimization algorithm. The performance of the IVCN-RANO is evaluated comparing with CEE-LRU, Prob-LRU, and popularity-based schemes. The simulation results reveal that IVCN-RANO outperforms on performances including hit rate, average weighted hops, and average content redundancy.
I. INTRODUCTION
The motivation of the 5G mobile network is to support a much wider range of use case characteristics and corresponding access requirements [1] . Mobile operators are facing tremendous traffic growth due to rich content multimedia, cloud applications and vertical market services. Cloud computing is an effective technology to support varied market services because of its elasticity and scalability. However, the distance between the cloud and the end devices might be an issue for latency-sensitive applications. Service Level Agreements (SLA) may also impose processing at locations where the cloud provider does not have data centers. Fog computing is a novel paradigm to address such issues. It enables provisioning resources and services outside the cloud, at the edge Mobile Network Operators (MNO) to open their physical network infrastructure platform to the concurrent instantiation of multiple logical self-contained networks [4] - [6] . Furthermore, through virtualized content network, not only physical resources but also contents can be shared [7] , [8] .
There are some research issues focusing on virtualization of mobile content network, which can be categorized into two classes, one is the issues focusing on the function virtualization of mobile content network and orchestration based on NFV. According to the MANO architecture, the service provision, virtual network function, virtual infrastructure and physical network related resources are managed and orchestrated based on SLA requirements from not only mobile users but also tenants and operators, which forms an ecological system for content delivery stakeholders, including mobile operators, content service providers, tenants and mobile users as well. The other mainly concentrates on resource allocation in mobile content network, which include communication, in-network caching and computing resources in fog-enabled radio access network.
Reference [4] , [10] - [20] are research works focusing on function virtualization of content network and related orchestration based on NFV. One of the remarkable issues in virtualization of mobile content network is the virtualization of network function, which can be divided and composed from different point of view, and another is the orchestration and optimization based on the Virtual Network Function (VNF) from different stakeholders. In [4] , a Content Delivery Network (CDN) as a Service (CDNaaS) platform is proposed which can create Virtual Machines (VMs) through the network of data centers and provide a customized slice of CDN to users. CDNaaS manages videos by means of caches, transcoders, and streamers hosted in different VMs. In [10] , Caching-as-a-Service (CaaS) is proposed, including a caching virtualization framework on Cloud Radio Access Network (C-RAN) and the virtualization of Evolved Packet Core (EPC) based on VM. In [11] , the CDN slice consists of four VNF types, namely virtual transcoders, virtual streamers, virtual caches, and a CDN-slice-specific Coordinator. In [12] , a power management framework is proposed for NFV-based multimedia content delivery based on Central Processing Unit (CPU) frequency scaling. In [13] , an architecture is presented for on-the-fly provisioning of CDN components by using NFV and microservice architecture principles. In [14] , on the SONATA Service Platform, a mechanism was designed that allows developers to create and execute Service and Function Specific Managers, which are processes that define service or function specific orchestration behaviors.
Regarding VNF based optimization, collaboration between content delivery stakeholders and optimization based on SLA is investigated in [15] - [18] . In [15] , a model for the collaboration between content delivery stakeholders is proposed. A high-level SLA is used for the negotiation of both computing resources and connectivity. In [16] , the method of dynamic deployment and optimization of Virtual CDNs (vCDNs) is presented. The CDN collects historical data and uses these data to predict future bandwidth consumption, and generates SLAs with the Internet Service Provider (ISP) using traffic predictions. The ISP prices each SLA and embeds the vCDN as a Service Function Chain (SFC) into its network, and optimizes services with components to reduce costs based on dynamic connectivity demand. In [16] , the vCDN solution is composed of two VNFs called the Virtual Streamer (vSTR) and the Virtual Media Gateway (VMG). In [17] , a model is proposed for content delivery actors to collaborate over a virtualized infrastructure, which includes Streaming VNF, and Caching and Routing Orchestrator VNF. In [18] , the fundamental tradeoff is addressed between deployment cost and service availability for on-demand content delivery service provision over a telecom operator's Network Functions Virtualization Infrastructure.
Regarding the optimization objectives based on VNF orchestration in mobile content network, in [4] , the VMs placement problem is formulated aiming at minimizing the cost and maximizing QoE of streaming. In [10] , system optimization for CaaS is also addressed to reduce inter-MNO traffic load and intra-MNO traffic load. In [11] , the optimal placement of composing VNFs with adequate amount of virtual resources for each VNF is formulated by bargaining game to allocate an appropriate set of VNFs for each CDN slice to meet its performance requirements and minimize the cost in terms of allocated virtual resources. In [15] , a linear programming formulation is presented for the VNF embedding to increase problem tractability with a small cost overhead. In [17] , a game-theoretic analysis is presented for different ISP-CDN collaboration models and optimality conditions. In [18] , a multi-objective optimization problem is formulated to assign computing resources to a set of virtual instances and place these virtual instances in a subset of available physical hosts. In [19] , an online VNF Forwarding Graph (VNF-FG) placement in CDNs is addressed considering new VNF instantiations, migration, hosting and routing costs. The objective is to place the VNF-FGs such that total reconfiguration costs are minimized while Quality of Service (QoS) is satisfied. An Integer Linear Programming (ILP) formulation is evaluated in a small-scale scenario. In [20] , the VNF components for video service are mixer, transcoder and compressor. To solve the fine-grained services as a chain of VNFs to be placed in CDN due to the specifics of the chains (e.g., one of their end-points is not known prior to the VNF placement), the objective is to find the optimal placement solution of VNFs with minimized cost and satisfied QoS with a large number of servers and end users.
Resource allocation in mobile content network is addressed in [8] - [10] and [21] - [28] , and optimization on in-network caching and communication resource plays an important role in fog-enabled radio access network. A virtual caching management system is proposed including the global level managed by the infrastructure provider applying to all tenants or virtualized network operators and the tenant-specific level managed by specific tenants in [9] . The information-centric wireless network virtualization architecture is addressed in [8] , [21] , and [22] . In [8] , the key components are radio spectrum resource, wireless network infrastructure, virtual resources (including content-level slicing, network-level slicing, and flow level slicing), and information-centric wireless virtualization controller. The resource allocation and in-network caching strategy are formulated as an optimization problem considering virtualization. In [21] , content is virtualized and shared by virtual service providers. Virtual resource allocation and caching strategies are formulated as a joint optimization problem considering virtualization and caching. In [22] , the virtual resource allocation strategy is modeled as a joint optimization problem in heterogeneous networks including caching and computing. In [23] and [24] , the joint resource allocation and content caching problem are formulated to utilize radio and content storage resources in the highly congested backhaul scenario, aiming at minimizing the maximum content request rejection rate of different mobile virtual network operators in different cells. In [25] , in cache-enabled hybrid RAN, information-centric contentoriented slicing is modeled which includes slicing on content cache resources and communication resources. The optimization problem is formulated to minimize the average system cost to get the contents required by users. In [26] , a framework is proposed which jointly considers networking, caching, and computing to support energy-efficient information retrieval in wireless networks. In [27] , the optimization is to maximize gains from managing caches, utilizing network resources of the backhaul and spectrum. In [28] , in small-cell networks, a mechanism is designed to deal with the competition for storage among multiple Service Providers (SP) based on multi-object auctions.
From above investigation, it reveals that virtual network function partition is indispensable to the orchestration and optimization of NFV based mobile content network. Composition and placement of VNF components make an impact on the resource allocation and performance of information-centric mobile network, and it affects the QoS based on SLA. Optimal partition of VNF component, function composition and networking orchestration on VNFs bring about not only gains on minimizing delay to get the content, but also gains on reducing the content forwarding bandwidth as well as content caching redundancy. On the basis of research works mentioned above, Liang et al. [8] , Wang et al. [21] , Zhou et al. [22] , Tran and Le [23] , [24] , Jin et al. [25] only consider the resource slicing optimization in RAN without considering NFV and SFC from the respect of service provision in ICN. CDN slices based on SFC are investigated in detail in [4] , [11] - [18] , and [29] , however, it is still a challenge on the research of orchestration and optimization from the respect of information-centric network and its service provision in fog-enabled heterogeneous RAN.
Based on the motivation for virtualization of informationcentric mobile content network and its optimal orchestration, an Information-centric Virtual Content Network (IVCN) slicing framework is proposed in this paper. A method on the VNF partition from the point of view of information-centric networking and service provision is put forward. Based on the partition and composition of VNF proposed, not only content network and content service provision but also contents are virtualized and shared based on their copyright constraints in the IVCN slicing framework. IVCNs are generated and mapped to mobile content network slices optimally according to different optimization objects. The main contribution is summarized as follows:
1) An IVCN slicing framework is proposed to virtualize content service, which includes IVCN controllers, virtual Content Agents (vCA), virtual Caches (vCache), contents and virtual Links (vLinks). The key functional modules of Management and Orchestration (MANO) [30] are provided to orchestrate and manage the IVCN slices. 2) Based on the VNF partition from the point of view of information-centric networking and service provision, IVCN slicing is modeled as a use case in the scenario of heterogeneous fog-enabled RAN. A method of performance optimization on IVCN slicing is proposed based on SFC, which aims to optimize the mapping of virtual network functions and virtual content placement. 3) In order to obtain the optimized IVCN slice for content service, vCA mapping on the control plane and vCache mapping on the data plane are formulated to minimize the weighted hops for contents. A heuristic approach called IVCN-RANO (Information-centric Virtual Content Network Optimization in Heterogeneous Radio Access Network) is proposed to solve the NP-hard problem based on ant colony optimization algorithm. 4) The performance of IVCN-RANO is evaluated, and the simulation results indicate that it outperforms in the hit rate, the average weighted hops per user request on the data plane and that on the control plane, as well as in the average content redundancy compared with CEE-LRU, Prob-LRU and Popularity-Based schemes. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section II, the framework and the procedure of the IVCN slicing is proposed. In section III, the system model is introduced. In section IV, the IVCN slicing is formulated as an optimization problem for virtual network function mapping and content placement aiming at minimizing the weighted hops for content in the heterogeneous fog-enabled RAN. In section V, performance evaluation of IVCN-RANO is provided and discussed. Section VI concludes the paper.
II. INFORMATION-CENTRIC VIRTUAL CONTENT NETWORK SLICING
In the information-centric content network, contents are usually cached in the servers on the forwarding path or pre-placed at the edge of the network. Network slicing is applied in order to provide varied content service with high hit rate for requests and low service response time. From the perspective of content providers, network slices are orchestrated by the VOLUME 7, 2019 requirements of content providers, and content providers manage their own network slices to provide content service to users. However, for those contents with high popularity, different content providers provide duplicated contents, and many cache resources are occupied to cache those duplicated contents, which brings about not only caching redundant contents but also bandwidth and energy consumption, especially in the cases when network slices are independent of each other. Therefore, cooperative caching and content sharing optimization based on the virtualization of content network is of importance.
In this section, IVCN slicing framework based on MANO is proposed. The content service provision procedure based on IVCN slicing framework is presented, and then SFCs in IVCN slicing are described.
A. IVCN SLICING FRAMEWORK BASED ON MANO
The IVCN slicing framework based on MANO is illustrated in Fig.1 , which is composed of three main layers including the content service layer, the content slice layer and the content-oriented resource layer. MANO-based entities are provided to orchestrate content service use cases into IVCNs, to orchestrate networking and virtual network function components for IVCNs, to map IVCNs into infrastructure resources, as well as to configure, monitor and optimize IVCN slices during their lifecycles [30] , [31] . • vCache: The functions of a vCache include binding with vCAs, caching virtual content items, recording virtual content item copyright information, delivering content, etc. Caching virtual content items is to cache the virtual content item information from content providers, including but not limited to content indexes, content features, and the mapping of virtual content items to content copies in physical content caches. Binding with vCA is to bind the vCache to the specific vCA. Recording virtual content item copyright information is to manage the copyright permission information of specific content to the specific IVCN. Delivering Content is to provide the way to users to get the requested content under the control of an IVCN controller and vCAs.
• vLink: It refers to the virtual link which indicates relationships between two vCAs, or between a vCA and a vCache. The relationships include control, cooperation and relaying. For example, for the relationship of two vCAs, control relationship means one vCA is controlled by the other vCA, and cooperation relationship indicates that the vCA meets some content requests with the help of the other vCA by forwarding the content requests to the vCA cooperating with it. Relaying relationship means that one vCA is used as the relay node to forward content requests to the other vCA on the control plane. In Fig.3 , the control and cooperation relationship between two vCAs, vCA and vCache in an IVCN are illustrated as an example.
• IVCN controller: It is responsible to monitor and optimize the IVCN. It also manages the relationships between two vCAs, as well as between a vCA and a vCache.
• Virtual content item: It refers to the content item cached in an IVCN. The virtual content items include those content items owned by content providers and/or operators with copyright limitations, as well as content items uploaded by content publishers with or without copyright limitations. One content item cached in the vCache can be cached in the physical content caches with multiple copies according to caching management schemes.
Content slices can be generated flexibly by using one or several IVCNs according to the requirements of content service providers.
2) THE FUNCTIONS OF EACH LAYER IN THE IVCN SLICING FRAMEWORK
In the content service layer, content service is orchestrated based on various service requirements, and sliced into content slices composed of one IVCN or several IVCNs depending on service requirements and strategies, for example, different virtualization motivations including content categories, content provider preferences, cloud providers as well as geographical locations.
In the content slice layer, the VNF components are composed to generate an IVCN. When users send content requests, content service is provided to users by chaining various VNF components into SFCs both on the control plane and on the data plane.
In the content-oriented resource layer, the physical infrastructure resources are virtualized including common servers, caches and network resources. The functional elements and resources in an IVCN are mapped optimally into the physical infrastructure resources and a physical information-centric content network is obtained.
3) MANAGEMENT AND ORCHESTRATION OF IVCN SLICING FRAMEWORK
Based on the MANO architecture, six modules are presented to manage and orchestrate IVCN-based content slices including Content slice Orchestrator, IVCN Networking Orchestrator, IVCN Function Orchestrator, IVCN manager, IVCN controller and Infrastructure manager, which are explained as follows:
• Content slice Orchestrator: It is a use case of NFVO (NFV Orchestrator), which is used to transform the content service requirements into technical description. It also orchestrates a content slice with a profile with virtual resources for content service based on the performance evaluation results from the content slice layer and the content-oriented resource layer.
• IVCN Networking Orchestrator: It is a use case of VNFM (VNF Manager). It is in charge of orchestrating the networking of IVCNs for each content slice based on the performance evaluation reports from VIM (Virtualized Infrastructure Manager).
• IVCN Function Orchestrator: It is a use case of VNFM. It is designed to orchestrate the service function chains of IVCNs on the control plane and that on the data plane in each content slice based on the performance evaluation reports from VIM.
• IVCN manager: It is a use case of VNFM. It is used to monitor and manage multiple IVCNs, including lifecycle, function and performance based on the performance evaluation reports from VIM.
• IVCN controller: As a use case of VNFM, it is responsible to monitor and manage an IVCN via the performance evaluation reports from VIM.
• Infrastructure manager: As a use case of VIM, it is designed to monitor, evaluate and manage infrastructure resources as well as physical content networks, and map IVCNs into physical infrastructure. The comparison between conventional network slices for content service and that of IVCN slices is shown in Fig.4 . On the one hand, based on NFV, the VNF components can be composed to create an IVCN according to different optimization objectives, which brings advantages from VNF component optimal placement and composition, content request cooperative processing in order to increase hit rate of contents and reduce service response time. On the other hand, from the perspective of contents, barriers between content providers are broken, IVCN slices are orchestrated for all contents, which are virtualized as virtual content items and shared considering copyright information limitation. Content placement in IVCN slices is optimized based on content copyright constraints; therefore, caching resources are used more effectively for caching those non-redundant contents. Optimization of an IVCN slice is also achieved by adjusting the connection relationship between IVCNs, changing the scale or network topology as well as content service type of IVCN. Fig.5 shows an example on the process for content service provision based on IVCN slicing framework, including slice instantiation phase, slice scaling phase and content request phase. In the slice instantiation phase, a content slice is orchestrated and created for providing content service. In the slice scaling phase, MANO monitors and manages all IVCNs of content slices. When the slice owner requests for changes of IVCNs from the content service level, the IVCNs are adjusted. In the content request phase, when a content request is received by a vCA, it is processed and responded. 
B. CONTENT SERVICE PROVISION PROCEDURE BASED ON IVCN SLICING

C. SERVICE FUNCTION CHAIN IN IVCN SLICING
As defined in [29] , service function chaining is a network capability that provides support for applicationdriven-networking through the ordered interconnection of service functions. In the IVCN slicing framework, content service can be viewed as SFCs embedded in physical infrastructure, which are divided into two types, namely SFC on the control plane and SFC on the data plane. Fig.6 describes the SFC on the control plane and SFC on the data plane, respectively. The VNF component functions in vCAs differentiate depending on VNF component composition of vCAs.
With embedding vCAs and vCaches of an IVCN into the physical infrastructure network, the information-centric content service function chains are also mapped into the physical infrastructure as shown in Fig.6 . Both of the SFCs on the control plane and that on the data plane can be optimized. On the control plane, the SFC is optimized according to the placement of VNF component instances in order to improve deployment efficiency and high hit rate, and reduce service response time for users. On the data plane, the SFC is optimized via the content optimal placement to reduce bandwidth cost, caching cost and service response time for the required content, by considering content copyright limitation information and content sharing. Since most of the content users are mobile users, it is a challenge to optimize the SFCs on the control plane and that on the data plane in the scenario of fog-enabled RAN.
III. MODELLING OF IVCN SLICING IN FOG-ENABLED RAN
In this section, the modelling of IVCN slicing is addressed in the scenario of heterogeneous fog-enabled RAN as a typical application case for fog computing. In this use case, the IVCN slice is composed of just one IVCN, we assume that all of the VNF components are available in every vCA. The modelling is introduced in five subsections including scenario, physical network model, content request model, user mobility model and SFC model for IVCN slicing. The key notations are listed in Table. 1.
A. SCENARIO
A fog-enabled heterogeneous RAN is shown in Fig.7 , which is divided into two levels including Macro Base Station (MBS) level and Small Base Station (SBS) level. In the MBS level, all the MBSs are fog nodes deployed with caches, and each MBS communicates with other MBSs through wireless or wired links. In the SBS level, all the SBSs are also fog nodes deployed with caches, and each SBS communicates with other SBSs under the same MBS coverage through wireless or wired links. The proposed IVCN slicing framework is deployed to orchestrate and manage IVCN slices in the fog-enabled RAN.
B. PHYSICAL NETWORK MODEL
In order to investigate the impact of network scale to the IVCN-based mobile content network, the physical infrastructure network is divided into two levels. In the MBS level, the deployment of MBSs is shown in Fig.8(a) , assuming that 
C. CONTENT REQUEST MODEL
Content modelling is closely related to the content request, caching behavior and asymptotic performance of caching. Items (cacheline addresses for a cache) are ranked according to their popularity (occurrence frequency) and popularity is in a power-law relation with the rank, and it has since long been recognized as the most accurate way to represent sw-cache interactions and more generally computer programs [35] . Based on the investigation from the large scale datasets collected from ISPs, Zipf distribution has been regarded as the accurate model to formulate content distribution [36] . Recently, time series data can be processed based on big data and AI technology. The fluctuations of content popularity which depends on time progress is investigated, and some research issues are concentrating on the popularity prediction based on the analysis of time series data collected from content-oriented network [37] - [40] . According to the investigation of content popularity prediction, content distribution is proved to follow Zipf distribution averaged with time [37] , [41] , [42] . Based on the above investigation, content popularity is modeled as Zipf distribution in our paper.
In the above fog-enabled heterogeneous RAN, assume that the popularity of the content in different MBS is different, and the number of all the contents provided by the content provider is M . Let rank l m indicate the popularity rank of content m and α l ≥ 0 indicate the skewness of content popularity in MBS l. According to Zipf law, the probability of the content m in MBS l requested by a user is given by
. When α l = 0, all the contents in MBS l have the same popularity. The higher α l is, the more probable the popular contents in MBS l are to be requested.
D. USER MOBILITY MODEL
The mobility of users is modeled by Markov process according to [32] . The mobility of users is divided into two parts, namely mobility in the MBS level and mobility in the SBS level. In the MBS level, a user moves from one MBS to its neighbor MBSs shown in the Fig.8(b) . In the SBS level, a user moves among the SBSs deployed in the MBS coverage, that is to say, the user moves from one SBS to its neighbor SBSs in the same MBS coverage. In general, in the MBS level, let P ij indicate the probability of users moving from MBS i to MBS j and Q l ij indicate the probability of users moving from SBS i to SBS j in MBS l. P ij is the element of the transition probability matrix P and Q l ij is the element of the transition probability matrix Q l for MBS l. According to the Markov process, the user steady-state distribution probability matrix in the MBS level and in the SBS level can be indicated as and l , respectively, where
Based on the above mobility model, the steady-state probability of user attaching to the SBS i deployed in the coverage of MBS l is l l i . Assuming the number of the users is N and users are uniformly distributed in each SBS, then the average number of users attaching to the SBS i deployed in the coverage of MBS l is N l l i .
E. SFC MODEL FOR IVCN SLICING
The IVCN slicing in the fog-enabled heterogeneous RAN is shown in Fig.9 . According to Fig.9 , the procedure of service function chaining on the control plane and that on the data plane are given in section III-E.1 and III-E.2, respectively.
1) SFC MODEL ON THE CONTROL PLANE FOR IVCN SLICING
The provision and optimization of SFC can be formulated as an ILP problem by graph embedding with the given set of nodes and links. Where to place instances of VNFs on servers in a NFV-based infrastructure to accommodate the traffic for a given set of SFC requests depends on the operators/providers competing goals [29] . However, concerning the service function chaining of the IVCN slice in the framework, the SFC is not a graph with a given set of fog nodes and links, since the SFCs need to be optimized depending on the content inquiry schemes and content placement.
Assuming that in the fog-enabled heterogeneous RAN based on IVCN slicing, the MANO orchestrator, a vCA in the MBS level (called MBS vCA) and several vCAs in the SBS level (called SBS vCA) are included on the control plane. The MANO orchestrator exchanges control messages with the MBS vCA and SBS vCAs to orchestrate and manage the IVCN slice.
In the physical network, in the MBS level, the MBS vCA with vCache is deployed in a MBS. In the SBS level, some SBS vCAs with vCaches are deployed in the SBSs in the MBS coverage. The MBS vCA controls the SBS vCAs in the coverage of the MBS.
When a content request is received by a vCA, the content request is processed and a SFC is formed on the control plane, which is a sequential information-centric content network functional chain of vCAs including VNF components mentioned in section II. A simple example to process the content request on the control plane in the IVCN slice is described as follows:
Step 1: The user sends a content request to the attached SBS vCA. If the content request is met, the SBS vCA obtains the shortest data forwarding path from the vCache to the user requesting for the content in the SBS level in the IVCN slice, and responds to the user with the content information including the shortest data forwarding path; Else, go to step 2.
Step 2: If the content request cooperative processing on the SBS vCA is supported and embedded, go to step 3; Else, go to step 6.
Step 3: Based on the scheme of content request cooperative processing, the SBS vCA forwards the content request to the MBS vCA. If the content request can be met, the MBS vCA obtains the shortest forwarding path from the vCache to the user requesting for the content and responds to the SBS vCA with the content information including the shortest data forwarding path; Else, go to step 4.
Step 4: If the content request cooperative processing on the MBS vCA is supported and embedded, the MBS vCA calls the virtual function named content request cooperative processing, and go to step 5; Else, the MBS vCA returns the inquiry failure message to the SBS vCA, and go to step 6.
Step 5: The MBS vCA forwards the content request to the data center in the core network. The content request of the user is met by the data center, and the shortest data forwarding path to get the content is returned to the user by the SBS vCA via the MBS vCA.
Step 6: The SBS vCA respond to the user with the inquiry failure message for the content request.
From the procedure illustrated above, the formed SFC is an optimal path to obtain the content, which is related to the cooperative processing of content request, the placement of content required by the user as well as the networking topology of the fog-enabled heterogeneous RAN.
2) SFC MODEL ON THE DATA PLANE FOR IVCN SLICING
On the data plane of IVCN slicing, vCaches allocated to each vCA (including the MBS vCA and the SBS vCAs) are deployed in the IVCN slice. The content items are cached in the vCaches. After the procedure of content inquiry on the control plane, the shortest data forwarding path to form the optimal SFC on the control plane is obtained either by a SBS vCA or the MBS vCA, and the content forwarding path from the vCache to the user is also got. That is to say, the SFC on the data plane is formed based on the shortest data forwarding path for the content.
As soon as the user requesting for the content receives the information including the shortest content forwarding path, the user gets the content with the shortest content forwarding path in the physical content network.
From the above content inquiry procedure, it is necessary to optimize the SFC of IVCN slicing on the control plane and data plane, which depends on the optimal placement and composition of VNF components, content placement and networking mapped to the physical content network. In section IV, optimization for SFC in the IVCN slice based on IVCN networking orchestration is formulated.
IV. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In order to formulate the SFC optimization for IVCN mapping to the physical network, some issues are needed to be considered: (1) vCA mapping, namely embedding MBS vCA and SBS vCAs into the physical network; (2) optimal virtual content item placement in the vCaches binded to the vCAs and mapping into the physical network. The vCA mapping problem is related to the optimization of SFC on the control plane, while the content placement in the vCaches is related to the optimization on both control plane and data plane. 
A. IVCN-RANO-J-C
In IVCN-RANO-J-C, vCA and vCache mapping with content placement are jointly optimized, which means it aims to minimize the content request forwarding weighted hops in the IVCN slice with the cache space constraints only on the control plane.
When all the users in the coverage of MBS l request content m which is met in the SBS vCA in the coverage of MBS l, VOLUME 7, 2019 the weighted hops on the control plane in the IVCN slice mapping into the physical network is as ( When all the users in the coverage of MBS l request content m which is met in the MBS vCA, the weighted hops on the control plane mapping into the physical network can be obtained as (4):
where
MBS_vCA k |L MBS lk |, w 2 is the weight of the physical link between the fog node in the SBS level and the fog node in the MBS level, w 3 is the weight of the physical link between fog nodes in the MBS level.
When all the users in the coverage of MBS l request content m which is met in the core network, the weighted hops on the control plane mapping into the physical network is (5): The vCA and vCache mapping with content placement problem for IVCN-RANO-J-C can be formulated as follows:
NC MBS−MBS lk
Constraints (C1) means that there is only one SBS vCA in each MBS coverage and constraint (C2) means that there is only one MBS vCA in the MBS level. Constraints (C3) is to limit the cache space in the MBS level for the IVCN slice and constraints (C4) is the limit of cache space in the SBS level for the IVCN slice. Constraint (C5) means that the content transmission traffic from SBS j to SBS i in MBS l coverage cannot beyond the limitation V . Considering the copyright permission of contents, for those contents which are not permitted to share among caches, they can also be modeled and added as the content placement constraints in the IVCN-RANO algorithms.
B. IVCN-RANO-J-DC
In IVCN-RANO-J-DC, the vCA and vCache mapping with content placement are jointly optimized. It aims to minimize the content request forwarding weighted hops with the cache space constraints both on the data plane and on the control plane.
When all the users in the coverage of MBS l request content m which is met in the SBS vCA in the coverage of MBS l, the weighted hops on the data plane mapping into the physical network is (11) , and the weighted hops both on the data plane and control plane which are mapped into the physical network is (12):
When all the users in the coverage of MBS l request content m which is met in the MBS vCA, the weighted hops on the data plane mapping into the physical network is (13) , and the weighted hops both on the data plane and control plane which are mapped into the physical network can be got in (14) :
When all the users in the coverage of MBS l request content m which is met in the core network, the weighted hops on the data plane mapping into the physical network can be obtained as (15) , and the weighted hops both on the data plane and control plane mapping into the physical network is (16) :
The vCA and vCache mapping with content placement problem for IVCN-RANO-J-DC can be formulated as follows:
C. IVCN-RANO-S-D
The vCA and vCache mapping with content placement can also be optimized separately. In IVCN-RANO-S-D, firstly, the vCA mapping is optimized including the MBS vCA and SBS vCAs, then the vCache mapping with content placement is optimized. 
2) VIRTUAL CACHE MAPPING WITH CONTENT PLACEMENT
Based on the vCA mapping result in section IV-C.1, the vCache mapping with content placement is formulated only on the data plane to minimize the content forwarding weighted hops in the IVCN slice with the cache space constraint. The weighted hops on the data plane in the IVCN slice mapping into the physical network is already modeled in section IV-B. So the vCache mapping with content placement problem for IVCN-RANO-S-D is obtained as follows,
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D. THE SOLUTION OF IVCN-RANO
The optimization problem of the IVCN-RANO algorithms in (10) , (17) and (20) are general integer linear programming problems, which is a NP hard problem [43] . Using ACO to solve (10) to obtain the matrix E l and the set SBS_vCA l of SBS level in MBS l; 9: End For; 10: Using ACO to solve (10) to obtain the matrix C and the set MBS_vCA of MBS level; 11: Compute the new optimization (10) value target; 12: Else opt == DC //choose IVCN-RANO-J-DC 13: For l ← 1 : S //traverse all S MBSs 14:
Using ACO to solve (17) to obtain the matrix E l and the set SBS_vCA l of SBS level in MBS l; 15: End For; 16: Using ACO to solve (17) to obtain the matrix C and the set MBS_vCA of MBS level; 17: Compute the new optimization (17) value target; Using Dijkstra to solve (19) to obtain the set SBS_vCA l of SBS level in MBS l;
6: End For; 7: Using Dijkstra to solve (19) to obtain the set MBS_vCA of MBS level; 8: Set the optimization value target = +∞; 9: DO 10: For l ← 1 : S //traverse all S MBSs 11:
Using ACO to solve (20) to obtain the matrix E l of SBS level in MBS l; 12: End For; 13: Using ACO to solve (20) to obtain the matrix C of MBS level; 14: Compute the new optimization (20) value target; 15: Until target converges; 16: Output:the set vCA, vCache
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In information-centric network, the QoS and SLA requirements can be evaluated by two categories, one is user-centric QoS requirements, which can be evaluated by the average hit rate and average response time for requested contents to ensure QoS of content users, the other is network-centric metrics, which includes the cost to provide the content service, and is often related to the caching resource and communication resource for Opex besides Capex. Therefore, average hit rate, average hops to get the contents and caching redundancy are the metrics which are often used for performance evaluation in information-centric network [34] .
In this section, the performance of IVCN-RANO optimization algorithm is evaluated by MATLAB with Monte Carlo method. The performance metrics include hit rate, average weighted hops per request on the data plane and control plane as well as average content redundancy, which are described in section V-A.
The parameters are selected including the number of the MBS S, the Zipf parameter α, and the number M of the served contents. The physical network in the SBS level is generated by ER model [33] . The parameter in ER model is the average network connectivity degree which is labelled as d. The detail parameter setting is listed in section V-B.
Regarding the selection of baseline schemes, to the best of our knowledge, there is no paper concentrating on the information-centric resource allocation from the point of view of information-centric networking and service provision based on NFV yet. According to IVCN slicing optimized by IVCN-RANO, embedding of an IVCN includes optimal vCA mapping, vCache mapping and placement of virtual content items into physical caches. The vCA and its binded vCache are placed at the same physical node to save the communication bandwidth cost between the vCA and the binded vCache, unless additional configuration requirement for vCA and vCache is needed. That is to say, optimal embedding of an IVCN is the optimal embedding of vCA, vCache and optimal content placement depending on various optimization objectives. However, content placement is only the content insertion, content eviction is performed in ICN due to limited caching capacity. Therefore, mapping of vCA and vCache, content management including content placement and content eviction should be considered jointly. In the ICN without IVCN mapping, every node is responsible for request inquiry and content management, and the request inquiry procedure is flat compared to that in IVCN. The typical content management schemes in ICN mainly include CEE, Prob and Popularity-Based schemes, and content eviction schemes include LRU, LFU, etc [34] . Based on the above comparison, in order to evaluate content request cooperative processing and optimal caching performance of IVCN, the baseline algorithms are selected according to the following two important factors: (1) For node function mapping, every IVCN components are mapped into every node except the VNF component of content request cooperative processing; (2) For content management schemes, some typical caching management schemes in ICN are selected including CEE-LRU, Prob-LRU and Popularity-Based schemes, then, the baselines are composed with node mapping and content management schemes, which are named and described as follows, (a) CEE-LRU: every IVCN components are mapped into every node except the content request cooperative processing; the content insertion policy is CEE (Cache Everything Everywhere) and the content eviction policy is LRU (Least Recently Used).
(b) Prob-LRU: every IVCN components are mapped into every node except the content request cooperative processing; the content is cached in the base stations on the content forwarding path with the probability 0.3.
(c) Popularity-Based scheme: every IVCN components are mapped into every node except the content request cooperative processing; the most popularity contents ranked from 1 to y l j are cached in the SBS j in the coverage of the MBS l, while the contents ranked after y l j are cached in the MBS l.
A. PERFORMANCE METRICS USED IN THE PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Since the IVCN slice is embedded in the physical infrastructure, the method to evaluate the performance of the IVCN slice can be considered from two aspects, namely from the aspect of the performance of physical content network and from the viewpoint of virtual content network orchestration.
Thus, the performance metrics are divided into two parts, the first part are the performance metrics for the physical content network mapped by the IVCN slice, which include hit rate, service response time, and system cost to meet one content request based on the cache and bandwidth resources (for example, the optimal hops to get the content); while the second part are the performance metrics used to evaluate gains from VNF component composition and networking orchestration as well as content sharing, which are reflected in the performance metrics on the cost to get the content after orchestration, as well as reduction of average content redundancy.
In order to evaluate the performances of three algorithms proposed in section IV, three performance metrics are provided including the hit rate of user requests, the average weighted hops per request on the data plane and that on the control plane, and the average content redundancy. The hit rate of user requests is used to evaluate the performance of the embedded IVCN slice in the physical network. The average weighted hops per request on the data plane and that on the control plane aim to assess the communication resources allocated to the contents and the service response time for user requests of the embedded IVCN slice in the physical network. The average content redundancy aims to measure the average content redundancy of the embedded IVCN slice in the physical network benefited from content networking orchestration and content sharing. The definition of the three metrics are illustrated as follows.
(1) The hit rate of user requests The hit rate usually refers to the ratio of the content requests met by the system among total content requests required by users in the system. In the IVCN-based heterogeneous fog-enabled RAN, it includes the hit rate in the SBS level, the hit rate in the MBS level and the total hit rate of the embedded IVCN slice in the physical network, which are defined in (21) , (22) and (23) as,
HT MBS = hit_num_MBS req_num_to_MBS (22) HT slice = hit_num_SBS + hit_num_MBS total_req_num (23) where total_req_num is denoted as the total number of the user requests sent to vCAs in the IVCN slice embedded in the physical network, hit_num_SBS indicates the number of the requests which are hit in the SBS vCAs, hit_num_MBS indicates the number of the requests which are hit in the MBS vCA, and req_num_to_MBS is the number of requests which are sent to MBS vCAs.
(2) The average weighted hops per request on the data plane and that on the control plane
The average weighted hops is defined to measure the average weighted hops to get contents in physical content network on the data plane and that on the control plane, namely in (24) and (25) , respectively:
AWH DP = total_hops_DP total_req_num (25) where total_hops_CP indicates the total weighted hops to meet all the user requests on the control plane, and total_hops_DP is the total weighted hops to forward the content in response to all the user requests on the data plane. Obviously, the average weighted hops can be regarded as the communication resources allocated for transmitting one content for every content request.
(3) The average content redundancy As we know, in content network, caching is ubiquitous. For example, in Information-Centric Network (ICN), on-path and off-path caching are supported by name resolution request process. In on-path caching, the network places information cached along the path taken by a name resolution request, while in off-path caching, the network exploits information cached outside that path [34] . High hit rate is obtained at the expense of caching redundant content, especially when the Zipf parameter of the content is high, which leads to redundancy of the content, energy consumption for caching those duplicated copies of contents, and bandwidth to transmit the contents as well. In order to measure the redundancy of the content, we propose a metric called the average content redundancy. It is defined as the ratio of copies cached for one content in the cache space on the nodes within certain hops in content-oriented network, so it is a performance metric considering the hops between two duplication of the specific content in the content network. content m within the range of two hops in the network is 3+4+5+4+3 = 19, which is the denominator of the average content redundancy. According to Fig.10 , the copy number of the content m for each node within two hops is computed as 1 copy for content m for node A, 2 copies for content m for node B, 2 copies for content m for node C, 2 copies for content m for node D, and 1 copies for content m for node E. So the accumulative number of copies of the content m for all the nodes within the range of two hops in the network is 1 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 1 = 8, which is the molecular of the average content redundancy. Finally, the average content redundancy of the content m within two hops is 8/19 = 42.1%.
In the fog-enabled heterogeneous RAN, the average content redundancy is defined including the average content redundancy in the MBS level and that in the SBS level, which are listed in (26) and (27) , respectively,
where {hop i ≤ h} indicates the set of the MBSs in the MBS level or the set of SBSs in the SBS level whose hops from base station i are less than h.
B. SIMULATION PARAMETERS IN THE PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In the simulation, assuming that the size of all contents are the same, the bandwidth on the links are sufficient enough for the content transmission, M contents are provided to users, and they can be cached in vCaches of SBS vCAs and the MBS vCA. The parameters used in the simulations are listed as follows, S ranges from 7 to 19, N ranges from 700 to 1900, M ranges from 900 to 1500 [37] , [38] , the popularity of contents ranges from 0 to 1.8, h ranges from 1 to 3, d = 4. The communication links include the links between SBS and SBS, SBS and MBS, MBS and MBS, MBS and the core network. The weight of w 1 to w 4 can be set according to the importance of the links. In order to evaluate the performance of the cooperative processing among different levels, we set w 1 = 1, w 2 = 5, w 3 = 1, and w 4 = 8 in the simulation. The performance evaluation is also presented comparing the impact of different weight value to the average weighted hops of the proposed algorithms.
C. EVALUATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 1) THE AVERAGE HIT RATE OF USER REQUESTS
The average hit rate of user requests is evaluated including the average hit rate of user requests in the SBS level, that in the MBS level and that in the embedded IVCN slice in physical networks.
The impact of α to the average hit rate of user requests in the SBS level is investigated for the three algorithms compared to the baselines in Fig.11 , when M = 900 and S = 7. It reveals that the average hit rate in the SBS level of the proposed IVCN-RANO is better than that of the three baselines, and the performance of the average hit rate of user requests of IVCN-RANO-J-C, IVCN-RANO-J-DC and IVCN-RANO-S-D are almost the same in the SBS level.
In Fig.12 , IVCN-RANO-S-D is evaluated with different M and S. When α is greater, the average hit rate in the SBS level is greater. With the same MBS number S, it can be observed that the more the content number M is, the lower the average hit rate in the SBS level is. The size S of MBS level has small impact to the average hit rate in the SBS level. In Fig.13 , the average hit rate in the MBS level of the proposed IVCN-RANO is better than that of the three baselines when M = 900 and S = 7. The performance of the average hit rate in the MBS level of IVCN-RANO-J-C, IVCN-RANO-J-DC and IVCN-RANO-S-D are also nearly the same.
In Fig.14 , the impact of M and S to the average hit rate in the MBS level is investigated for IVCN-RANO-S-D. When S = 7, the average hit rate in the MBS level is smaller than that when S = 19. This is because the greater S leads to bigger size of the MBS level and more cache resources for content service, which contributes to higher hit rate. When S = 7, it is obvious that less content numbers (M = 900 compared with M = 1500) in the MBS level give rise to the higher hit rate in the MBS level.
In Fig.15 , the impact of α to the average hit rate of all the content in the embedded IVCN slice in physical network is simulated when M = 900 and S = 7. The proposed IVCN-RANO performs better than that of the three baselines on the average hit rate of all the content when α changes.
In Fig.16 , the impact of M and S to the average hit rate of all the content is given in the embedded IVCN slice in physical network for IVCN-RANO-S-D. When S = 7,M = 1500, the average hit rate is smaller than that when S = 19 and M = 1500. The reason is that the greater S brings bigger size of the MBS level and more cache resources allocated to the slice which contributes to higher hit rate. When S = 7, it is visible that the hit rate is higher with less content (M = 900 compared with M = 1500) in the embedded IVCN slice in physical network.
2) THE AVERAGE WEIGHTED HOPS
In Fig.17 , the impact of α to the average weighted hops on the control plane (AWH CP ) in IVCN-RANO is shown compared to the three baselines when M = 900 and S = 7. It indicates that the average weighted hops on the control plane of IVCN-RANO is better than that of the three baselines. The average weighted hops on the control plane in IVCN-RANO-J-C is better than that in IVCN-RANO-J-DC and IVCN-RANO-S-D, since IVCN-RANO-J-C aims to optimize the average weighted hops on the control plane without considering the data plane. It also shows that AWH CP of IVCN-RANO-S-D is nearly the same as that of IVCN-RANO-J-DC. In Fig.18 , the impact of M and S to AWH CP for IVCN-RANO-S-D is investigated. When S = 7,M = 1500, the AWH CP is larger than that when S = 19,M = 1500. S becomes greater means bigger size of the MBS level and more cache resources can be allocated for vCache mapping with content placement in the MBS level as well. In the case of S = 7, less content (M = 900 compared to M = 1500) in the embedded IVCN slice in physical network gives rise to the lower AWH CP .
In Fig.19 , the impact of α to the performance of average weighted hops on the data plane (AWH DP ) is given. The average weighted hops on the data plane of IVCN-RANO is better than that of the three baselines. Since IVCN-RANO-S-D and IVCN-RANO-J-DC aim at optimizing the weighted hops on the data plane, while IVCN-RANO-J-C optimize the weighted hops without considering the data plane, the average weighted hops on the data plane of IVCN-RANO-S-D and IVCN-RANO-J-DC is better than that of IVCN-RANO-J-C. AWH DP of IVCN-RANO-S-D is almost the same as that of IVCN-RANO-J-DC. In Fig.20 , the impact of M and S to AWH DP of IVCN-RANO-S-D is evaluated. When S = 7,M = 1500, the AWH DP is larger than that when S = 19 and M = 1500. This is because the greater S brings about bigger size of the MBS level, and more cache resources can be allocated for vCache mapping with content placement in MBS level. When S = 7, the less the number of content in the embedded IVCN slice in physical network, the lower AWH DP is. The performance of average weighted hops on the control plane and that on the data plane with w 1 = 1, w 2 = 5, w 3 = 1, and w 4 = 8 is compared to the performance of average weighted hops on the control plane and that on the data plane with w 1 = 1, w 2 = 2, w 3 = 5, and w 4 = 8 in Fig.21 and Fig.22 , respectively. In Fig.21 , the AWH C P with w 1 = 1, w 2 = 5, w 3 = 1, and w 4 = 8 is lower than that with w 1 = 1, w 2 = 2, w 3 = 5, and w 4 = 8. Also, in Fig.22 , the AWH D P with w 1 = 1, w 2 = 5, w 3 = 1, and w 4 = 8 is a little lower than that with w 1 = 1, w 2 = 2, w 3 = 5, and w 4 = 8.
3) THE AVERAGE CONTENT REDUNDANCY
The impact of α to the average content redundancy of all the content in the SBS level (Redu SBS ) is shown in Fig.23 when M = 900,S = 7, and h = 2. When the Zipf parameter α increases, the average content redundancy of all the content in the SBS level increases as well, because more popular content cached in the vCache of the SBS vCAs causes higher average content redundancy. That is to say, α is one of the important factors for the duplication copies in the content network. Compared with the three baselines, the average content redundancy of all the content in the SBS level of IVCN-RANO is lower. In Fig.24 , the impact of distance range h to Redu SBS is evaluated for IVCN-RANO-S-D when M = 1500 and S = 19. It reveals that the impact of h to Redu SBS is slight with the same α.
In Fig.25 , the impact of M and S to Redu SBS is investigated for IVCN-RANO-S-D when h = 2, which indicates that when M and S becomes large, the average content redundancy in the SBS level increases slightly.
In Fig.26 , the impact of α to Redu MBS of IVCN-RANO is evaluated. The proposed IVCN-RANO outperforms in Redu MBS compared to that of the three baselines. With the increase of the Zipf parameter α, the average content redundancy in the MBS level decreases slightly because most popular contents have been cached in the SBS level and the remaining contents cached in the MBS level is less popular. The remaining contents are cached only one copy in the MBS level, thus brings about lower average content redundancy in the MBS level (lower that 6%). The low popularity of the content cached in the MBS level leads to the small decrease of Redu MBS with the increasing of Zipf parameter in IVCN-RANO, while the Redu MBS become much larger when α ranges from 0.8 to 1.5 by using the three baselines.
In Fig.27 , the impact of distance range h to average content redundancy in the MBS level is addressed for IVCN-RANO-S-D when M = 1500 and S = 19. It indicates that the impact of h to Redu MBS is slight (It just ranges from 0.8% to 3.3%). The reason is that the contents cached in the MBS level are only one copy in the vCache of the MBS vCA, which give rise to the low value of Redu MBS .
In Fig.28 , the impact of M and S to Redu MBS is given for IVCN-RANO-S-D when h = 2. The impact of M and S to Redu MBS is slight (It just ranges from 0.8% to 5.5%). The reason is that the contents cached in the MBS level are only one copy in the vCache of the MBS vCA, which results in the low value of Redu MBS . 
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, an information-centric virtual content network slicing framework is proposed called IVCN slicing framework based on MANO architecture, which includes vCA, vCache, vLinks and virtual content items. The VNF component based function composition orchestration and networking orchestration are addressed. The service function chaining and optimization of IVCN are investigated both on the data plane and on the control plane. Taking user mobility into consideration, the optimization of IVCN is formulated for networking orchestration as a use case in the fog-enabled heterogeneous RAN. An optimization method is proposed called IVCN-RANO including three optimization algorithms, aiming at minimizing the average forwarding hops to get the contents required by mobile users based on optimal virtual function mapping and content placement in the physical infrastructure. The optimization problem is solved by two heuristic algorithms based on ant colony optimization algorithm. The performance of IVCN-RANO is evaluated by performance metrics including hit rate, average weighted hops as well as the proposed average content redundancy, comparing with CEE-LRU, Prob-LRU and Popularity-Based schemes.
Regarding future research work, there is still some challenging work lie ahead. The first is to investigate optimization of IVCN slicing considering virtual network function orchestration. Since the optimization problem and evaluation in this paper focuses on the optimization slicing of information-centric radio access networking and caching, the modelling of air interface is not considered in detail, therefore, the second future work is to formulate the optimization problem considering the modelling of air interface, for example, spectrum usage and interference management [45] . The third is that the system model can be enhanced by introducing D2D communication [46] , relay and power harvesting techniques [47] , for example, offloading traffic via wireless backhaul in order to improve coverage and increase rate for content delivery by unmanned aerial vehicles [48] . The fourth is to formulate the optimization problem of IVCN slicing considering user mobility pattern in detail.
